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Poly re-creates history with new course
By Toresa Galidrdi
Daily S toff W riter
Imagine actually living out 
your history class.
Using a sextant, like Colum­
bus, to chart the seas, and 
swinging a pendulum to tell 
time. Communicating with a 
telegraph kit, and taking pic­
tures with a pinhole camera you 
designed.
Now you can be there, 
literally. A new Liberal Studies 
course called The American 
Enterprise has combined the 
talents and knowledge of four 
professors from different 
departments to create a multi- 
media, interactive course.
“I think this is the way 
American culture should be 
taught,” said history professor 
Daniel Krieger.
Krieger will lead the course, 
along with coordinator of liberal 
studies and chemistry professor 
Bob Cichowski, English profes­
sor Larry Inchausti and theater 
and dance professor Mike 
Malkin.
The first half of the two-part 
series covers the birth of a na­
tion to the 1876 Centennial.
Each week, students will at­
tend four lectures and an ac­
tivity on Fridays. The activities 
are not held in a lab. Instead, 
students gain hands-on ex­
perience with the same tools, 
instruments and methods 
people used in the past.
The first week will consist of 
a field trip to the Santa Barbara 
Museum to examine the 
Chumash culture. Students will 
design rock paintings and shoot 
an Attlie arrow reconstructed 
by Malkin.
Other activities will include 
using a sextant to chart for 
navigation, as well as seeing 
how far an actual nautical 
“knot” is when you are running.
Although the course is still 
in an experimental stage, it
English professor Larry Inchausti lectures in a  new  interd isciplinary course 
offered at C a l Poly /  D a ily  photo by M a u re e n  M cD ow ell
seems to benefit both professors 
and students, Inchausti said.
“The value of this is that it 
brings teachers and students 
from different disciplines into 
dialogue over important issues,” 
he said.
One student enrolled in the 
course agreed.
“It will blend well together
with the technology and the 
arts,” said business sophomore 
Jeremy Dickinson. “I haven’t 
been bored yet.”
“We’re having a lot of fun,” 
Cichowski added. “We plan to 
learn as much as the students.” 
Students won’t be the only 
ones benefiting from the course.
See C O U R S E  p ag e  3
Federal employees 
may return to work 
through a GOP plan
By Alan From
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Retreating 
under pressure to end the record 
20-day partial federal shutdown. 
Republican congressional leaders 
prepared a plan Thursday that 
would quickly return civil ser­
vants to their jobs and pay them.
At an evening session with 
rank-and-file Republicans, GOP 
leaders planned to propose 
returning all 280,000 furloughed 
employees to work immediately, 
said Republicans sources who 
spoke on condition of anonymity. 
They would be fully paid, as 
would the 480,000 workers who 
have been working without 
salary since the partial shut­
down began Dec. 16.
The proposal would cover the 
workers until March 15. In addi­
tion, money would be provided 
for some — but not all — of the 
programs in the nine Cabinet 
departments and dozens of other 
agencies whose spending bills 
have not been completed.
Money would be provided for 
the Meals on Wheels program 
tha t provides dinners for 
thousands of needy senior 
citizens. The program has been 
cited often by Democrats in 
blaming Republicans for the 
shutdown. There would be no 
funds, however, for many Com­
merce Department programs 
favored by Clinton.
The proposal, which Congress 
planned to vote on Friday, indi­
cated that Republicans were 
abandoning their insistence that 
legislation ending the impasse be 
tied to an agreement with Presi­
dent Clinton on a new seven-year 
balanced-budget plan. New polls
that show the GOP is taking 
more blame from the public than 
Clinton for the stalemate.
“Our message is a balanced 
budget over seven years,” Senate 
Majority Bob Dole, R-Kan., said 
on the Senate floor. “Our mes­
sage is not some government 
shutdown. ... Somewhere along 
the way, we’ve gotten off mes­
sage.”
Dole has opposed the shut­
down openly in recent days and 
split with more militant House 
GOP leaders who have insisted it 
was the only way to keep Clinton 
negotiating seriously over 
eliminating federal deficits.
Because of Democratic objec­
tions to immediate consideration 
of the measure, the House and 
Senate were not likely to approve 
the legislation until Friday, 
Republicans said.
A White House official, speak­
ing on condition of anonymity, 
said Clinton would sign it, even 
though it is “clearly inadequate” 
because many workers would be 
unable to fully do their jobs.
The development came on a 
day that Republicans cancelled a 
White House bargaining session 
on balancing the budget. Dole 
said he expected further ses­
sions, however, on Friday and 
Saturday.
Republicans spent much of 
the day accusing Clinton of not 
bargaining seriously.
“If you’re a man, show us 
you’re a man and show us what 
you believe in,” freshman Rep. 
James Longley, R-Maine, said in 
an interview about Clinton.
House Minority I.«ader Dick 
Gephardt, D-Mo., defended his 
See PLAN p ag e  6
Fond memories abound for Cal Poly junior killed over break
By Stephefl Eoders
Daily Staff Writw
At the end of last quarter, a 
very disappointed Eric Bishop 
came home from Cal Poly, after 
taking 10 Vivarin and cramming 
all night, with a big red ‘D’ on his 
economics final.
He thought he was going to.do 
well, but laughed it off, and fired 
up the lawnmower. To his room­
mates’ surprise, he mowed a 
huge “A” in the front lawn.
“This is what I’m getting in all 
my classes next quarter!” he ex­
claimed.
Unfortunately, tragedy struck 
over the holidays as Eric and his 
friend. University of Arizona stu­
dent Scott Parker, died in an 
auto accident a quarter mile 
from Bishop’s home in Alamo, 
Calif
The California Highway 
Patrol is conducting an inves­
tigation of the crash and alcohol 
has been ruled out as the cause.
Bishop died Dec. 23 when 
Parker’s car went out of control 
and hit a parked tractor on 
Miranda Avenue. Parker died in­
stan tly , and Bishop died 
Christmas Eve when life support 
was removed.
Bishop, 21, was a recent 
transfer from Diablo Valley Col­
lege. According to fiiends, he 
came to FV)ly because of his love 
for life, which he lived to the ful­
lest. He frequented the Rec Cen­
ter and loved to play basketball, 
windsurf and play soccer. John 
Gorski, Eric’s roommate, added 
that they could never get Eric to 
sit down; he always had to be 
doing something active.
Rec Center officials said they 
are planning a memorial tree 
and plaque near the center in 
Bishop’s name.
The Eric Bishop Memorial 
Scholarship has also been es­
tablished by his parents to “give 
the opportunity for a Monte 
Vista High School soccer player
to attend college,” his mother 
said.
Bishop’s roommates, all Poly 
students, had known Eric since 
playing soccer with him in the 
Danville area. Bishop, Gorski, 
Ryan Hudock and Eric Bonn all 
attended Monte Vista together 
and were separated by college. 
They had only been reunited one 
quarter, and were looking for­
ward to the new year as room­
mates.
“We just clicked as room­
mates,” Hudock said. “We always 
used to go out and do stuff. He 
was always smiling. He was 
never in a bad mood.
‘We (his roommates) were 
trying to think of one negative 
thing about Eric, and we just 
couldn’t,” Hudock continued.
Gorski said that Eric used to 
say, “If you’re not happy with 
life, it’s your own damn fault.”
After the accident. Bishop’s 
roommates were sitting in his 
room in Alamo with other
friends, remembering Eric.
“Someone asked what time it 
was, and it was exactly 24 hours 
after the accident. Then the fuse 
blew and all the lights in the 
house went out,” Bonn said. “It 
was like Eric was playing a trick 
on us.”
Hudock added, “Eric’s mom 
used to go over to my mom’s 
house and cry about missing Eric 
when he went away to school.
“She really missed him,” he 
said. “They have a very close 
family.”
Eric’s mother described her 
loss.
“He was just a joy to this 
family and to so many people. I 
don’t know how many friends he 
had (at Cal Poly), but I feel sorry 
for anyone who didn’t get to meet 
him,” she said. “We’re getting so 
much support, even from people 
we didn’t even know.”
A memorial service was held 
at St. Joan of Arc Catholic Chur­
ch in San Ramon on Dec. 27,
m
Eric Bishop, 2 1 , w ho  d ied  over 
w inter b reak , holds his niece, G il­
lian Bishop, 1
where about 500 people came to 
show their love for the two men.
Eric is survived by his parents 
Doyce and Nancy Bishop and his 
older brothers Darin and Kevin.
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Sports
The women's basketball team is looking toward the new year
to turn around a disoppointing I - 1 2  start.
See page 8
O p in io n
Peggy Curtin speaks out for those who are 'vertically chal­
lenged' in the world.
See page 4
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* 49 days left in Whiter quarter
TODAY'S WEATHER; Mostly sunny 
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: Cloudy m orn ings/even ings 
Today's high/low: 7 0 s / 40s Tomorrow's Wgh/low: 7 0 s / 40s
Baseball Hall o f Famer Rod Carew is still looking for a 
bone marrow donor to save his daughter M ichelle's life. 
M ichelle, 18, has Leukemia. If  you or som eone you know  
is 18 years old and has interracial AfroAm erican/Cauca- 
sian parents call 1-800-M ARROW -2 or (714) 997-3000.
Upcoming
The Ballroom Dance Club is meeting Jan. 7 at 5:30 p.m. at the 
Oddfellow's Dance Hall. Beginning classes begin at 5:45 p.m. and Intermediate 
classes begin at 6:45 p.m. No experience or partner is necessary. For more 
information, call 783-2571.
Cuesta College is looking for nominations for "Women of Distinction" in the 
following categories: Progress for Women Award, Community and Public 
Service, and Women in Education. For more information, call 781-3503. 
Completed nomination forms must be completed by Jan. 10. Forms are 
available at all chamber of commerces or Midstate banks.
The Col Poly Summer Program in Mexico announces its 1996 
summer program. There will be two informational meetings, one on Jan. 9 at 6 
p.m. in building 10, room 221; the other on Jan. 11 at 11 a.m. in building 2 
room 203. For more information, contact Dr. William Martinez at 756-2889.
The lost day to sign up for the Writing Proficiency Examina­
tion (WPE), which meets the Graduation Writing Requirement (GWR) is Jon. 
12. The examination will be Jon 20 at 9 a.m. and the fee is $20. For individual 
help studying for the WPE the University Writing Lab will be open Monday 
through Thursday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. and Fridays 9 a m. • 2 p.m.
Agenda Items: c /o  Natasha Collins, Graphic Arts 2 26 , Cal Poly 9 3 40 7  
P hone:756-1796 F a x :7 5 6 -6 7 8 4  
***Please submit information ot least three days prior to the event**
Students gone; burglars score big
By Travis Mooney
Doily S taff W iite r
A rash of burglaries has left 
unwelcome Christmas surprises 
for some Cal Poly students 
returning after winter break.
Between 12 and 15 burglaries 
have been reported to the San 
Luis Obispo Police Department 
over the last two weeks, accord­
ing to Police Captain Bart 
Topham. And, Topham said he 
expects the reports to keep com­
ing in.
Although the burglaries were 
a mixture of student and local 
family residences, Topham said, 
the absence of many people 
during the holiday season has a 
lot to do with the increased num­
ber of burglaries.
Doreen Chase, a community 
member who keeps up with the 
police logs, agreed.
“1 feel at night the neigh­
borhoods are crawling with
people,” she said. “There have 
been a lot of car window break- 
ins. 1 jle need to remember not 
to leave things in the car.”
“Students leave their houses 
(for vacation breaks) without any 
lights on — people come from out 
of town looking for easy pick­
ings.”
Chase cited two burglaries as 
well as several incidents of suspi­
cious activities, such as a van 
cruising the streets and stopping 
in alleyways, as reasons that stu­
dents need to better protect 
themselves.
“A lot of people leave doors 
and windows unlocked,” Topham 
said. “Smash and grab burglaries 
are the most common.”
Topham offered some sugges­
tions for those who want to make 
their homes more secure and 
their property less appealing to 
thieves:
•Lock your doors and windows. are easy to sell,” he said.
Many burglaries could be 
prevented just by locking up 
your house.
•Use supplementary locking sys­
tems, such as dead-bolt locks 
and bars to reinforce window 
locks. Homes with secured 
entrances are less appealing 
targets.
•Have someone pick up 
newspapers and mail, leave a 
light on, put a radio on a timer 
and have someone check up on 
your house once a day when­
ever you’re away for any length 
of time.
•Have valuables locked up and 
properly marked. Engrave your 
driver’s license number on your 
valuables — thieves prefer un­
marked valuables. The San 
Luis Obispo police will loan 
their engraver if needed.
“Most people that break in are 
looking for cash or valuables that
Architecture designs critiqued by world
By Jeff Deodi
D oily S toff W rite r
The World Wide Web now 
gives students a new sense of 
learning through criticism from 
people outside the university.
Architecture students learned 
first hand how the WWW helped 
to enhance their education when 
they displayed their design of a 
hypothetical building for the 
world to critique in mid-Novem­
ber.
‘The whole premise of the 
idea was to expand the classroom 
to the world,” said Thomas 
Fowler IV, assistant architecture 
professor. He established the 
site titled “Design Web Chats” 
under Cal Poly’s home page.
“I used the web as a teaching 
tool,” Fowler said.
The 16 students enrolled in 
the third-year architecture 
design class received feedback 
from e-mail messages and com­
ments on their projects from 
people around the world.
Alumni, architecture firms, or
T-Ai T
Jonathan won a bike, and you can be 
a winner, too. Ae a m em ber o f the  
Campus Express Club you win  
convenience, flexib ility  and security.
"This is rsd r exclaimed GRC senior,
Jonathan Sprague, when presented 
with the Rand 12-speed mountain 
bike he won in a drawing. Jonathan 
was automatically entered in the 
drawing when he deposited to his 
Campua Exprtu Club account. He 
says he uses his account all the time 
at the GRC lab, and also a t Campus 
Dining areas and El Corral Bookstore, - 
so he makes frequent deposits.
The mountain bike drawing was the 
second one held among Campua Exprtaa 
Club members during Fall Quarter. In 
a drawing among deposits made by the 
end of September, Rita Colliver won 
reimbursement for Fall Quarter tuition,
Mandy Lam won reimbursement for 
Fall Quarter textbooks and Rachelle 
Bertoldo won $50 deposited to her account
Open or add to your Campua Exprtaa Club 
account by the end of January and you'll 
be eligible to win one quarter's In-State 
Tuition or up to $150 in TextbooksI
If you Deposit $50 or more you'll also be 
entered in a drawing to win $50 credited to 
your Campua Exprtaa Club Account.
Express deposit stations are looted at El Corral 
and Campua Dining locations. Open or add to 
your account with as little as $51
CAMPUS 
-^ E X P R E S S ^  
CLUB
anyone interested in designs 
commented on the project, 
Fowler said.
According to the Facility 
Mutimedia Development Center, 
the students received over 10,000 
hits — entries into the site — in 
only four weeks of being on the 
web. Fowler said many students 
got feedback from across the 
country.
University of California, Los 
Angeles architecture Professor 
Robin Legit believes the web can 
help students because they can 
view work at other universities.
T he web is another way of 
connecting the link between 
universities,” Legit said.
Fowler said the level of dis­
cussion improves because of in­
creased feedback. The time spent 
together working on the project 
gave them more to discuss.
“This doesn’t replace human 
interaction between the students 
and the professor; it helps to in­
crease interaction,” Fowler said.
The site was created by 
Fowler and includes pictures of
the students along with some 
background information orí each 
person involved.
On another page, there is an 
opportunity to view each stu­
dent’s work from a number of 
perspectives, see their designs, 
as well as read a brief excerpt ex­
plaining the idea behind their 
design.
‘The program has a highly 
graphical interface and is ex­
tremely user friendly,” Fowler 
said.
Another advantage to having 
projects presented on the WWW 
is that students can create a 
portfolio which design companies 
can view. They can also establish 
an archive for future students to 
look at.
The whole idea of the project 
was to expose students to feed­
back from people outside the 
university,” Fowler said.
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COURSE: Professors hope to join technology, art State Assembly speaker voted out
.. 1 i n  s n r i n t y  n i i a r f p r  w i l l  r n v p r  •  -A .Fro m  poge 1
After designing their own his­
torical puppets and skits, they 
will present their creations to 
the Oceano Elementary School 
4th-6th graders in Arroyo 
Grande.
At the end of the quarter, the 
students will design their own 
newspaper, combining their 
research from the course, and 
the use of multimedia education­
al programs, such as the Encarta 
Encyclopedia on CD-Rom.
“I’m hoping to bridge the gap 
between technology and the 
arts,” Malkin said.
This could be a challenge, 
another student added.
“It sounds like we’re covering 
a whole lot,”^ said journalism 
junior Greg Robinson. “It will be 
interesting to see if the profes­
sors can pull it together.”
The second part of the series.
held in spring quarter, will cover 
from the 1876 Centennial to the 
21st Century.
An interdisciplinary cur­
riculum is not a new idea, but it 
is fairly new to Cal Poly. The his­
tory course is the first general 
education interdisciplinary  
course offered.
Taken alone, the course, LS 
X211, will fulfill the general 
education C.l requirement. 
Taken with the second part of 
the series, it will also fulfill the 
political science 210 and the his­
tory 204 requirement.
The courses are sponsored by 
a three-part grant consisting of 
donations from Dewitt Wallace of 
Readers Digest, the California 
State Department of Education 
and Cal Poly.
Spaces for the class are still 
available for the Winter quarter. 
For more information, contact 
Cichowski at 756-1328.
Court dismisses Wilson’s 
affirmiüve action lawsuit
By Bob EgeNto
Associoted Press
SAN FRANCISCO — The 
state Supreme Court refused 
Thursday to rule on Gov. Pete 
Wilson’s challenge to state af­
firmative action laws — a suit 
opponents derided as “Wilson vs. 
Wilson” — but said he could 
refile the case in Superior Court.
Wilson, who had argued that 
a trial-level court was a slow emd 
ineffective route for his suit, said 
he now plans to refile in Superior 
Court.
“It’s a shame that the people 
of California will suffer this 
delay in overturning these unjust 
preferences when the outcome 
seems so clear,” he said in a 
statement.
But American Civil Liberties 
Union lawyer Mark Rosenbaum 
predicted the suit would die in 
Superior Court.
“I think the governor’s going 
to have to send back the whites- 
only signs,” said Rosenbaum, a 
lawyer for civil rights groups 
who opposed the suit.
The suit, filed last August, 
was dismissed on procedural 
grounds by a state appeals court 
in October. The state’s high court 
let that ruling stand but 
specified that Wilson could try 
again in a Superior Court. 
Neither of the decisions resolved 
any of the legal issues in the 
case.
Wilson once supported  
government programs to expand 
minority and female hiring and 
contracting and grant preferen- 
tied treatment to remedy past 
discrimination. But he became 
an outspoken critic of the 
programs last year, at the outset 
of his brief campaign for presi­
dent.
He repealed affirmative action 
programs that had been es­
tablished by executive order, and 
prevailed on the University of 
California regents to stop con­
sidering race in admissions. In 
August, he also sued several 
state agencies and officials who 
implement programs that were 
created by state law.
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By Jennifer Kerr
Associated Press
SACRAMENTO — Curt 
Pringle was elected speaker of 
the California Assembly on 
Thursday, giving Republicans 
the power and symbolic post they 
haven’t held in more than a 
quarter of a century.
Pringle defeatecl Brian Seten- 
cich of Fresno, a Republican 
whose election as speaker last 
Sept. 14 was engineered by 
former Democratic speaker Wil­
lie Brown, by a vote of 40-37.
“Today marks the completion 
of that which the voters cast us 
into in November 1994,” Pringle, 
36, said as he was sworn in.
“It is truly something to be 
able to stand here and share 
these thoughts,” he said, teary- 
eyed and choked with emotion as 
he thanked his wife and family.
“I think the quest has just 
begun to reform this house,” 
Setencich, a 33-year-old fresh­
man and former professional 
basketball player, said as he an­
nounced the vote. “There’s al­
ways another day for a lot of dif­
ferent things.”
Assembly Republicans made 
several other moves Thursday to 
begin flexing the political muscle 
they gained the day before when 
the Legislature convened for the 
1996 session.
They fired the Democratic 
staffers who had been jointly 
running the Rules Committee 
and the Assembly Computer Ser­
vices offices, rearranged seats on 
the Assembly floor and put 
sev e ra l le s s - th a n -c o rd ia l 
Democrats as seatmates, and or­
dered a speeded-up audit of the 
Assembly’s operating budget.
And they gave a potential 
$100,000 budget to the Assemb­
ly’s newest “caucus,” As­
semblyman Dominic Cortese of 
San Jose, who switched last 
month from Democrat to Reform. 
Cortese voted with Republicans 
Wednesday to change the pre­
vious Democrat-backed rules.
"We all understand who won and who lost. All we ask is to 
follow the rules you adopted."
Richard Katz
Democratic leader
Republicans had a 41-39 
majority, their first since 1970, 
in the November 1994 elections, 
seemingly ending Democratic 
rule and the 14-year speakership 
of Brown, D-San Francisco. But 
the wily Brown outmaneuvered 
them over and over during 1995, 
first getting himself elected 
speaker in January 1995 and 
then handing over the post to 
two renegade Republicans, first 
Assemblywoman Doris Allen of 
Cypress, and then Setencich.
Brown resigned last month 
when he was elected mayor of 
San Francisco, leaving the 
Republicans with 41 votes. 
Democrats with 37, plus Cortese 
and one vacancy. Democrats and 
Cortese were still supporting 
Setencich, who thus needed only 
one other GOP vote to retain his 
post.
The Republicans made their 
first move Wednesday by chang­
ing the rules installed by Brown 
and the Democrats last year that 
evenly split the Assembly’s $130 
million operating budget be­
tween the two parties and split 
chairmanships of the 26 commit­
tees.
The new rules give power over 
committees, chairmanships, the 
Assembly budget, offices and al­
most everything else to a nine- 
member Rules Committee with a 
GOP majority and chaired since 
Wednesday by Pringle.
Republicans did not try to 
oust Setencich on Wednesday be­
cause Pringle did not then have 
the full 40 votes in the GOP 
caucus. Assemblyman Larry 
Bowler, R-Elk Grove, said 
several Republicans wanted
someone else for speaker.
After several hours of caucus­
ing Thursday, they made their 
move. Voting for Pringle were 40 
Republicans; Setencich was 
backed by 35 Democrats (two 
were absent), Cortese and Seten­
cich.
At a Rules Committee meet­
ing before the session, Pringle 
and the four other Republicans 
presented several items that 
were not on the committee’s 
printed agenda, angering the 
Democrats.
“I have a gut feeling we’re 
being ambushed,” said As­
semblywoman Martha Escutia, 
D-Los Angeles.
Democratic Leader Richard 
Katz, D-Sylmar, complained on 
the floor that some Republicans 
had, without Rules Committee 
authority, sent some Democratic 
staff members home early Wed­
nesday, changed their computer 
codes and put them on ad­
ministrative leave.
“We all understand who won 
and who lost,” Katz said. “All we 
ask is to follow the rules you 
adopted.”
Pringle said Republicans 
haven’t decided yet how to divide 
the operating budget and whom 
to name as committee chairmen 
and members.
“I think it is important to 
move slowly and get things done 
properly,” he said. He denied any 
widespread firing of Democratic 
staff members had yet been fired 
and said the current committees, 
13 still chaired by Democrats, 
would remain in place until 
Republicans reshuffle them.
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T H E  T ID E
Reflections of a W.A.S.P.
by G arrett M. M ettler
I love the quarter system.
It’s the first week of class and I have already 
learned something fantastic. Although I’m still check­
ing my schedule to be sure I’m in the right classroom, 
none of my professors know my name and I have only 
cracked one textbook, my quarter has begun in 
earnest.
The source of my excitement is an anecdote in the 
introduction to my psychology book, “Men’s Lives.” In 
attempting to illustrate how gender is largely a non­
issue for men, one of the authors recalled a graduate 
school dialogue between a white woman and a black 
woman.
“The white woman asserted that the fact that they 
were both women bonded them, in spite of their racial 
differences,” the author wrote. “The black woman dis­
agreed.”
‘“When you wake up in the morning and look in the 
mirror, what do you see?’” she asked.
‘“I see a woman,’” replied the white woman.
“‘That’s precisely the issue,’ replied the black 
woman. ‘I see a black woman. For me, race is visible 
every day, because it is how I am not privileged in this 
culture...’”
The author’s point hit home as I refiected upon all 
the times I had looked in the mirror and seen neither 
my race nor my gender.
I began to wonder how many other people felt bur­
dened by characteristics that were not societal 
norms.
I soon found the answer when the author began 
describing the “normative” American male. He is 
“young, m arried, white, urban, northern , 
heterosexual, Protestant father of college education, 
fully employed, of good complexion, weight, and 
height, and a recent record in sports ... Any male who 
fails to qualify in any one of these ways is likely to 
view himself — during moments at least — as unwor­
thy, incomplete and inferior.”
The description scared me because it fit almost ex­
actly. In five years it will be me.
I knew that people other than white-anglo males 
face undeserved challenges in this society but I had 
never stopped to think how that affected me.
Reading that introduction showed me the need to 
get to know people outside of my own experience. I 
want to try to understand what it’s like to be black, to 
be a woman, to be homosexual.
I know I will never be able to understand complete­
ly, but until I try, I am preserving the barrier between 
us and remaining a silent contributor to the senseless 
discrimination against them.
It’s widely known that the root of all prejudice, 
most of which is unconscious as my realization indi­
cates, is ignorance. If enough people decide they no 
longer want to be ignorant of groups of people other 
than their own, the prejudicial barriers will begin to 
break down and there will be less of a need for labels 
like “normal” and “deviant.”
What’s your decision?
Garrett Mettler is the Daily Managing Editor.
We’re baaaack
Most of you will note that you didn’t get as much for 
Christmas as you wanted That is because I got together 
with The Big Guy in the Red Suit over the holiday and 
worked out a deal. He got his deer back and promised to 
fire a warning shot over your bow. So you’d better turn in 
at least one letter to the editor or commentary this 
quarter, or it’ll be a bituminous holiday next year for you.
Our realspace and e-mail addresses are below. Also 
our fax number. All submissions must be typed and 
double-spaced, unless they’re e-mailed, in which case do 
not double-space them or I’ll have to go through and 
delete all those extra spaces and come after you with an 
electric knife. All submissions should include your name, 
phone number, major and year. Or it’ll be coal.-D.P.
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Vertically impaired? So was Napoleon
by Peggy Curtin
Frankly, I’m tired of looking-into the middle of people’s 
backs. I’m tired of always being the one to have to sit in 
the middle seat in the car, and I’m tired of always having 
to hem my pants 10 inches.
Yes, I’m vertically challenged. Or, as many people so 
rudely put it, short.
I recently discovered, or maybe not so recently, that 
this world is made for tall people. I had to ask my room­
mates to put the bowls down on the second shelf instead 
of the top one. They laughed at that. Sooner or later 
they’ll be putting other items on that top shelf like toilet 
paper or maybe my Christmas candy like my parents did 
when I was little.
As a vertically challenged person, you aren’t allowed to 
do a lot of things like stand in the back row of a group 
photo. I was always the onA who sat Indian-style in the 
front, never able to hide those ugly pants that my mom 
used to make me wear. As a matter of fact, I still have 
those pants. I don’t believe I ever grew out of anything.
M ost of the tim e the little  guy wins by being 
speedy or crafty, but you never see a 6-foot 
kid being jumped for his kmch money.
One thing I know I’ll never grow out of is my love for 
sports. I know there’s no height requirement to watch 
sports, but to play them is a whole other stoiy. Okay, 
there are jockeys and gymnasts, but otherwise there 
aren’t too many Spud Webs and Mugsey Bouges in the 
sports world. In high school, I played goalkeeper for the 
soccer team. I can’t tell you how many times I got 
double-takes after telling people that I played goalie.
My volleyball career ended when I was bom. I was 
never good at passing and always wanted to be in the 
front row ready to spike. The one thing p>eople forgot to 
tell me, however, was that there was this unofficial 
height requirement. I guess it just wouldn’t be entertain­
ing to see this big Amazon woman stuff the ball straight 
down every time, but then again I don’t think it’s very 
entertaining to watch 7-footers dunk basketballs without 
even jumping.
Something I think is entertaining, or at least a little 
funny, is when people go on those museum tours where 
you get to see all of that old furniture. You get to the part 
where you see the old bedroom and people say, “Oh, look 
how small the beds were back then,” while you’re looking 
through the hole under their arm pit thinking to yourself, 
“Gee, that would about fit me.”
In today’s movies and television programs, it’s always 
the big guy picking on the little guy. Most of the time the 
little guy wins by being crafty or speedy, but you never 
see a kid who is 6 feet tall being jumped for his lunch 
money.
One person who may have been jumped for his lunch 
money was Rudy. For some reason, I cried while watching 
the movie “Rudy.” Don’t ask me why. Now that I think of 
it, the poor guy worked harder than the whole team put 
together and still only got to play a measly three seconds.
My brother thought he was a real genius when he 
jokingly asked if I would need a telephone book to sit on 
to see over the steering wheel when I went to take my 
driver’s test. I gave him a good kick in the knee for that^ 
one.
I’m not usually a violent person, but going shopping as 
a vertically impaired person would turn Saint Francis of 
Assisi into Charles Manson. It’s not only because you can 
never find anything that fits right, but when you wander 
off on your own no one can ever find you. The racks are so 
tall that when people are going up and down the aisles 
looking for someone, short people just seem to blend in 
with the clothes.
Being so low to the ground, I often see clothes that 
have slipped off the racks and are laying on the ground. I 
always feel guilty about that so I bend over and pick 
them up. I usually never see tall people bend down to 
pick up things, because it takes too much energy. It’s all 
right, though, to make short people stand on their tip toes 
and climb things just to get the right pair of pants.
There are a lot more things that, as a short person, I 
find annoying, like sitting behind a tall person at the 
movies, never being able to look through the peephole on 
the front door, sitting on benches where my feet never 
touch the ground, constantly having people bump into 
me, and being patted on the head.
As I whined to my friends about how the world stinks 
for short people, they pointed out all the things that are 
difficult for the height efficient. For instance, tall people 
always end up getting their feet stepped on. Then there’s 
that line that even medium-sized people say to those who 
are tall, “Hey, how’s the weather up there?” As if it would 
be any different than five inches closer to the ground.
So' I guess I’ve found something where it’s okay just to 
be average. 5-foot-7 or 8 might be nice. Tall enough not to 
have to check if you’re as high as the sign to get on an 
amusement park ride, but not too tall where every time 
you enter a room you have to bend over.
Peggy Curtin is a Daily staff writer and is 5 feet 1 inch.
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B aboon  m arro w : so  fa r, so  g o o d
By Mark Evans
Associated Ptess
SAN FRANCISCO — Joking 
with fnends and looking well- 
rested, AIDS patient Jeff Getty 
left a hospital Thursday, three 
weeks after receiving a risky in­
fusion of baboon bone marrow 
that doctors hope will save his 
life.
It will be weeks or months 
before doctors can determine 
whether Getty’s body has 
adopted the baboon cells, which 
are naturally resistant to the 
AIDS virus.
Even with an uncertain prog­
nosis, Getty said it’s so far, so 
good.
‘To the naysayers who said 
that I would never recover from 
this procedure, well, here I am. 
And you were wrong,” the 38- 
year-old AIDS activist said at 
San Francisco General Hospital. 
“Now I’m ready to leave to go 
home. I’m ready to take my sail­
boat out this weekend.”
Getty’s face was full of color
as he walked out of the hospital. 
He shook hands and laughed 
with friends and hospital 
workers, and cracked a smile 
when well-wishers shouted, “We 
love you, Jeff!”
Getty returns to the hospital 
next week for a battery of tests.
“So far, the only thing we can 
really conclude is that the proce­
dure was safe, safer than we had 
initially expected. Jeff tolerated 
everything very well,” Dr. Steven 
Deeks said. “The more critical 
question, about whether or not 
this procedure actually provided 
any benefit for Jeff, remains un­
clear. Quite honestly, we just 
don’t know.”
If the transplant fails, Getty 
will probably die quickly because 
his battered immune system had 
to be further suppressed with 
drugs and radiation to reduce 
the risk of his body rejecting the 
baboon cells, doctors say.
His immune system hit its 
weakest point Dec. 22 but has 
since rebounded to about where
it was before the Dec. 14 opera­
tion, Deeks said.
Deeks said there are no signs 
that Getty has been infected by 
baboon-transmitted organisms, 
as some had feared.
At a hospital news conference, 
Getty, wearing jeans and a T- 
shirt with a button reading 
“Silence Equals Death,” noted 
that his new status as part 
baboon has led to “a lot of 
banana jokes.”
He chided one TV reporter for 
adding clips from the virus movie 
“Outbreak” to a recent report on 
the transplant.
And when he was asked if he 
felt like a freak or a “medical 
miracle,” he replied, “I feel like 
an AIDS activist.”
“It is time for science and 
government to realize that AIDS 
research should be done, as 
much as possible and as soon as 
possible, and even (with) some 
risks. AIDS patients are willing,” 
he said. “To wait and to do noth­
ing is to die.”
Man shoots two in Portland parking garage
By Michelle Ortiz Ray
Associated Press
PORTLAND, Ore. — A man 
with an assault rifle shot two 
men in the parking garage of a 
Portland building Thursday, 
then holed up in an office and 
took at least four hostages, police 
said. One hostage was released 
about two hours later.
Wearing fatigues and a black 
beret, the gunman left the 
garage after opening fire around 
2 p.m. and entered the 30-story 
KOIN Tbwer, where he began 
firing at officers, police said. He 
then barged into the Charles 
Schwab brokerage.
“He can’t go anywhere,” police 
Lt. C.W. Jensen said. “We’ve got 
everything secured right now. 
We’ve got officers all over the 
building.”
One hostage, identified as Ken 
Aiken, was released about two 
hours after the standoff began. 
Pólice were negotiating with the 
gunman, who they believe still 
had at least three women 
hostages.
The wounded men were iden­
tified as Alan Kolkemo, 24, of
Beaverton, who was shot twice in 
the back, and Howard Barley, 
45, of Milwaukie, who was shot 
three or four times in the leg. 
Both were in fair condition at 
University Hospital.
According to one witness, the 
man began ordering people into 
the Charles Schwab office after 
the gunfire triggered the build­
ing’s alarms and shut down the
' i didn't take him seriously. He 
seemed real fidgety. He didn't 
seem to have control."
Woman who escaped shooting
elevators.
At one point, he threw down 
his rifle and pulled a handgun 
from a bag, said the KOIN-'TV 
employee who spoke on condition 
of anonymity. The station has its 
offices in the basement of the 
building.
“I didn’t take him seriously. 
He seemed real fidgety. He didn’t 
seem to have control,” said the 
woman, who was able to escape 
through a back exit.
Nick Mayer, who works for
AT&T Capital, another tenant in 
the building, said he saw the 
gunman grab a woman from be­
hind and heard shots as he ran 
out of the building.
“I came down the stairs and 
saw a guy with fatigue pants and 
a rifle with a scope on it. I heard 
shots. He was shouting, ‘Come 
here,’ at me,” Mayer said.
Jane Armstrong, who works 
in the ticket booth of the parking 
garage, said she believes she en­
countered the gunman when he 
drove in.
“He looked at the ticket. I 
asked him if anything was 
wrong. He said, ‘Jay would pay 
for it,”* she told KEX-AM. KEX 
reported that a man named Jay 
works in the building’s engineer­
ing office.
Soon after the shooting, police 
closed off streets around the 
tower, which is one block from 
the Willamette River waterfront. 
Its tenants include several major 
law firms. It also houses a six- 
screen movie theater and 11 
floors of condominium units.
GM’s battery-powered sports car 
set for fall sales in Calif, and Ariz.
By E. Scott Reckard
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — General 
Motors Corp. will begin mass 
sales of a zippy electric-powered 
sports cars in California and 
Arizona this fall, offering com­
muters a chance to cut smog at 
a price tag in the mid-$30,000 . 
range.
The EVl, called the Impact 
in its prototype versions, has 
surprised most drivers with its 
performance, but has a normal 
maximum range of only about 
70 miles between battery char­
ges.
Potential buyers are workers 
with predictable commutes or 
people wanting a second car for 
everyday chores. Those express­
ing interest include Lance A.
Ito, the O.J. Simpson judge, 
who gave the Impact a tryout 
commuting from his Pasadena 
home to the downtown Criminal 
Courts Building.
Ito said Thursday he was im­
pressed with the car’s speed 
and near-silent operation, but 
hated the constant monitoring 
of the gauge showing remaining 
power.
The judge said he would 
want access to a backup 
gasoline-powered vehicle if he 
bought an EVl, but when told 
of the electric car’s cost he said 
that wasn’t likely to happen.
“That’s steep,” Ito said in a 
telephone interview. “In fact, 
that’s a little too steep for me, 
for a commuter car where you’d 
need a backup.”
Saturn will be responsible 
for marketing the EVl and will 
initially sell it at Saturn dealer­
ships in Los Angeles, San 
Diego, Phoenix and Tucson, but 
the nameplate will be General 
Motors.
In addition, GM’s Chevrolet 
division will begin selling S-10 
pickup trucks converted to 
electric power in 1997, GM 
Chairman John F. Smith Jr. 
said Thursday at the Los An­
geles Auto Show.
Don Hudler, president of 
Saturn, was not ready to say 
how many EVls would initially 
be put on the market.
“We’re not ready to take a 
deep dive on discussing an­
ticipated volumes,” he said. 
“We’re going to let the 
marketplace tell us.”
Looking on as GM rolled out 
a red EVl and a white electric- 
powered S-10 was Los Angeles 
City Councilman Marvin 
Braude, a longtime proponent 
of electric cars to clean the city’s 
smoggy skies. He said he 
believes there will be many 
buyers despite the expensive 
price.
“I’m going to buy it,” Braude 
said. “I’m ready to give them a 
check today to buy or lease it, to 
pay $35,000 for it.”
General Motors will 
manufacture the EVl in Lans­
ing, Mich., and the pickup con­
versions in Shreveport, La.
At a convention last month. 
Ford Motor Co. unveiled its 
electric-powered Ranger pickup 
and Chrysler showed its electric 
minivan. Neither company has 
said when it will begin selling 
the vehicles.
GM has spent more on 
electric research than Ford and 
Chrysler, which are converting 
is electric cars from regular 
models. A few small manufac­
turers have built handfuls of 
electric cars, mainly conver­
sions, for years, but nothing as 
large scale as GM.
GM’s national consumer 
tests of the built-from-the- 
ground-up EVl produced raves 
for its performance. But all the 
big automakers contend the 
market for electric cars will be 
limited until better batteries ex­
tend the range and the price 
falls.
Bowing to those arguments, 
the California Air Resources 
Board has said it will probably 
shelve its requirement that 2 
percent of all cars offered for 
sale in California by big U.S.
and Japanese automakers be 
zero-emissions beginning in 
1998. Instead, it’s likely that 
ARB will require 10 percent — 
but not until 2003.
O N C A M P U S D I N I N G
LIGHT HOUSE
^  S  b b O
L o o lH t down ttw  m é b  from  t a  ULU. P in a  
OflBfing meal plan and cash customers ail-you • 
can-eat meals daily, induding fresh pestnes, 
eggs to order at breaktast tiao daily entrees, a 
specially in e  at dinner, chartaoiled hamburgers, 
two homamade soups, salad bar, fresh baked 
breads and desserts, frozen yogurt and s o l sene  
ice cream and a wBhely of beverages.
W eeMqrs; Breakfast 6:30Bm-9:30am 
L iix h  I0:30am-1:30pm  
Dinner 4 :3 0 p m -7 i)0 ^
Weekends; Breektast8:30am-1030am  
Lunch 1130am-23Qpm  
Dinner 430pm -700pm
SANDWICH PLANT
Located acn aa  from  the v e n a  ts le r machines. 
Begm your day with a  delicious breakfast crois­
sant or breakfast burrito. For lunch, as well as at 
breakfast fat us build h e  'sandwich of your 
dream s'from  a selection of over 45 items 
Mon-Fri 730am  to 4;00pm
BACKSTAGE PIZZA
^  E B B O O O O
Located doam atairB in  th e  U nhrefally Union  
next to  M cPhae'a Gam es Area
The best piping hot, mouth watering pizza m
town. Pizza by the s ice  or share a  whole pizza 
w ihyourfherids. Complement your poza with a  
salad from our 40 item salad bar and a  choice of 
a wide vahely of beverages. Occasional live 
entertam m enl On-Campus deivery available. 
Mon-Thur; 1030am -930pm  
Fri a  S a t 10em-8pm. Sun; Noon-9pm
CAMPUS STORE
^  D !Q < 9 0 0
Located by the ibrary, behind Ag Science bldg.
W hat do you call a small convenience store h a t 
has just about everything you could need during 
a day on campus? You call it the CAMPUS 
STORE, helittiestoiethatcanfuirillyourneeds. 
M on-Thur6;30am -10;00pm ,Fn630am -5;30pm , 
Sat 10am-5pm, Sun lOam -IOpm
VISTA GRANE^RESTAURANT
Located bythe Uhiveiaity entrance onGrand Ave.
Fun table service dining room with a wonderful 
view of the campus and San Luis Obispo. W e 
serve lunch, dinner and Sunday bninch featunng 
soups, salads, sandwiches, desserts and a van- 
ety of contemporary and eh n ic  dishes.
Mon-Sat 11 am -730pm , Sun Brunch 10am-2pm
THE AVENUE B S S O O
Located ocrosa from  M olt Gym.
T h e  Ave* offers the widest seiecion of foods on 
campus featunng Chick-fil-A, Cowboy Grub,
Tapengo's Super, Long John Silver's, City Dek 
and Sweet Persuasions. Mon-Fn 7;30am -330pm  
Tapengo's Super open for breakfast other areas 
open for lunch at 1030am .
THE CELLAR - ^ B E B O O
LocMed fa the O erter buddfrig 
Everytwig from candy bars V  sandwiches to fresh 
brewed ooliae. The Celar has an atfracfae seeing 
area tia l o leis you 24 hour a day seatng hosprtali^  
Mostvendingmactwiesaooept Campus ExpressCfab 
and Pk4. O tier vendng kxatcns include a l frie 
Residence Hals. Engvieenng building, Healti Cerisr 
and Busress buidmg.
Vendng Maciwies; OPEN 24 HOURS
VGCAFE
Locafad by the campus enterence on Grand Ave.
A favonte of meal plan petons olfanng a grand view 
and a wide selecton of foods; G rI Hems, pasta, subs. 
specekiesofchickBnandbeel.saladber.dessensand 
beverages Open for Lunch and D in er a l week.. 
Late Fite Mon-Thurs., Lunch; 11am-130pm, Dinner 
500pm-730pm, Late Nrte; 8pm-10pm (Mon-Thur)
JUUAN S ^  BSa ®  O
Located on the first floor of the Unlveiaily Union 
For the finest coffees, from whole beans, to fresh 
brew ed,tocappucano.andaw ideassortm ent of 
baked goods irictuding croissants, muffins, cook­
ies and pastries, Julian's is ready to serve you. 
Hungry for ice cream? Julian's serves delicious
shakes, sundaes and cones Ì
Mon-Thurs 730am -9pm . Fn 7;30em -4 30pm \
STAFFROOM I
Located up the etairt,acfO M  from  the Ree Center I
Cafetena-style lunch service, offenng made-to Ì 
order sandwiches, a hot lunch special, salads. $ 
soup and desserts Mon-Fn 1030am -230pm
TAPANGOS ~ C 3 ] 0 0
Located between Kennedy Library A Dexter btdg. 
Express Mexican CuBine, valuepnoed foragreaton- 
th e ^ m e a l Cmnemon rote, bumios, coffee, orange 
juceandmfkavailableforbreakfast Tacos.bumios 
rioe. beans and soft dnnks at lunch. Weekdays 
Breakfast: 7;45am-10am Lunch: 10am-2:30pm
^  M eal P ia i accepted
Campus E xp ren  Q u b  accepted
G S 3 Phj$ doNas accepted 
o  Personal Checks accepted
< 9  Meatless entrees avalable  
O  Food to go
9  Entertainment
i
LUCY S JUICE
Located on P oly V iew  D rive, near the m ail 
kiosk, betw een the Rec C enter end U.U. 
Fresh, fast, fun juice dnnks from apple )uice to 
smoothies (sorry... nozucchini|uice yet) Blended 
dnnks made to order while you watch, from great 
ingredients hke pure fruit |uioe. whole fruit, non­
fat frozen yogurt, sherbet protein powder, wheat 
germ and other delicious and nufritious stuff. 
Mon-Fri 7;30am-3:30pm
LUCYSJUICE,TOO
Enjoy tie  same mouth watering |uice dnnks at our 
new location in tie  basement of Dexter*
Mon-Fn 830em -430pm
i
i
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Vitamin C  is a  small organic compound needed dally by 
human beings. Vitamin C  acts as an antioxidant and it also 
helps to form collagen.
As an antioxidant property, vitamin C  helps to protect 
m olecules in the cells and body fluids. Also, It Is 
som etim es added to food products to protect important 
constituents.
Vitamin C 's most completely characterized specific role 
is that It helps to form the fibrous, structural protein 
collagen. Collagen serves as the matrix on which bone and 
teeth are  formed. Collagen also aids in healing wounds.
F'lm U<xlriM>xli'K Nutnon. by Mbiilroy. Hamilton M  Rollaa
The recom m ended dally a llow ance (R D A) of vitamin C  is 
60 milligrams (m g) per day. Listed below are suggested 
Lucy's drinks that contain high amounts of vitamin C.
Cathy's Honey O range 15 i mg
Jerry's O range & Berries 153m g
Joey's G uava Cooler 421 mg
Juice Plus 142mg
Linus' Luscious P ineapple 97m g
Nancy's Cranberry N ectar 1 15mg
Odie's O range Slush I82 m g
Patty's Perfect Peach 78m g
Perry's PInapple Passion 138m g
Schroeder's O range Juice Sym phony 156m g
Tweety's Tangy Delight 143m g
WMMoyt7J«<i« 3:30|ail tWMhday« (3«OT 4:00^
WMkandi CM M  ««M iH M iC kM
HEALTH SERVICES
i  àti
Lab 
X ’Ray 
Pharmacy 
Health Education 
Physician & Nursing Care
CALL FOR AN 
APPOINTMENT 
TODAY!
1
HOURS: MTRF 8-4;30. W 9-4:30
BASKETBALL: TLirnovers plagued Cal Poly
From p a g e  8
Cal Poly’s first win of the 
season came at the end of 1995 
against University of Wyoming, 
67-51.
Taking the lead at 36-27 in 
the first half, the Mustangs con­
tinued to hold the lead with 
Christina Carrillo and Ava Gar­
rett scoring 16 points each, a 
career high for Garrett.
As a team, the Mustang’s 
out-rebounded Wyoming 49-35. 
“We can only get better,” Hof­
fman said. “We’ve hit bottom,
and we can only get better.”
With one win and two losses 
on their new record, the Mus­
tang’s are optimistically looking 
forward to the three-game road 
trip, where they face the Univer­
sity of San Diego, San Diego 
State and University of Arizona. 
Still expecting a challenge, Cal 
Poly is hoping to pick up at least 
another win.
“I think we should be able to 
crush USD,” said Hoffman. “The 
other teams, I think are going to 
be a challenge, but we can win.”
NFL: Kansas City knows Colts’ Crockett
From p a g e  8
P h ilad e lp h ia’s chances 
probably depend on another solid 
performance by Rodney Peete, 17 
of 25 for 270 yards and three 
touchdowns against Detroit. 
Peete, the former Cowboys back­
up, is 10-3 as the Eagles’ starter, 
but he’s not very consistent.
Confidence is another ques­
tion.
“We know Dallas well,” he 
said. “We know we can exploit 
them. We have some confidence 
going into Dallas, unlike the last 
time we went in there.”
Indianapolis (10-7) at Kan­
sas City (13-3)
The Chiefs have one ad­
vantage San Diego didn’t — they 
know there’s a Zack Crockett to 
pick up for an injured Marshall 
Faulk. And even Marty Schot- 
tenheimer, who turns into Mr. 
CoachSpeak in situations like 
this, knows they have another 
advantage — the nearly 80,000 
fans who will pack Arrowhead 
Stadium.
“Anyone’s ability to be suc­
cessful in the playoffs,” he said, 
“basically seems to boil down to 
two things — the ability to not 
turn the ball over and, percent­
age-wise at least, being able to 
play at home.”
PLAN: Republicans blame Clinton for the standoff
From p a g e  1
president. “I don’t frankly care 
what they think about Bill Clin­
ton,” he said. “I don’t know what 
he has to do to get a good grade 
on sincerity,” Gephardt added, 
citing the more than 50 hours of 
budget meetings in which Clin­
ton has participated.
A common Republican theme 
was a desire to convince voters 
that Clinton is at fault for the 
standoff, which has affect untold 
numbers of people dependent on 
federal contracts and services in 
addition to those on the govern­
ment’s payroll.
But beneath that, there were 
GOP divisions aplenty.
There were open disagree­
ments over how much progress 
Dole, Gingrich and other con­
gressional leaders had made in 
White House budget talks that 
commenced last Friday.
“I observed no visible signs of 
progress,” House Budget Com­
mittee Chairman John Kasich, 
R-Ohio, told reporters after he 
and Domenici met with White 
House chief of staff Leon Panetta 
to review the status of negotia­
tions.
“He wasn’t there the last 
couple of days,” interrupted Dole, 
who was at the same news con­
ference.
A plan by House CJOP leaders 
to recess the chamber for two 
weeks beginning this weekend 
while budget talks continued 
also ran into opposition from 
some Republicans.
“It would be a disgrace,” said 
Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., whose 
district just outside Washington 
is home to thousands of federal
But in a sign of progress. 
Republican negotiators have said 
they will settle for no less than a 
net $185 billion in tax cuts over 
the next seven years, said GOP 
officials speaking on condition of 
anonymity. That is about $40 bil­
lion less than Republicans ap­
proved in their budget-balancing 
bill, under new Congressional 
Budget Office calculations.
The money would be mostly 
for a $500 per child tax credit, a 
capital gains tax reduction and 
lower levies on some businesses. 
Any additional tax cuts would 
have to be paid for by offsetting 
revenue raisers or spending cuts.
But in other numbers the law­
makers watch, an ABC News 
poll released Wednesday night 
showed that Clinton’s disap­
proval ratings for his handling of 
the budget standoff had risen 
from 42 percent in November, 
when the first shutdown oc­
curred, to 56 percent now. The 
Republicans’ disapproval ratings 
went from 71 percent in Novem­
ber to 74 percent this month, 
workers. “It would send a signal 
to the American people, ‘Let 
them eat cake,’ and I will oppose 
it.”
The two sides have tentatively 
agreed to about $80 billion worth 
of savings, about 10 percent of 
the $800 billion to $900 billion 
they will need over seven years 
for a budget-balancing plan, said 
a Republican who spoke on con­
dition of anonymity. No decisions 
have been made in the major 
areas of disagreement: plucking 
savings from Medicare and 
Medicaid and cutting taxes.
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Announcements
LUZ
Feliz Cumpleaños 
de tus amigos.
C O M E  A N D  W A TC H  AN E X C IT IN G  G A M E  
O F  PO LO ! W ed night at 7:00.
W atch C al Poly take on W ashington  
State in the Rodeo Arena!
C heck us out W ed. Jan 1 1th!
* S E E  Y O U  TH E R E ! *
GOT SOMETHIN’ 
TO SELL?
Put it in the Mustang Daily and  
G E T  R E S U LTS !
A LPHA C R IS IS  P R E G N A N C Y  C E N T E R  
24  H O U R  L IF E L IN E -C O N F ID E N T IA L  
F R E E  P R E G N A N C Y  TE S T IN G  
5 4 1 -C A RE. (541 -2 27 3 )
Services
S P A N IS H  T U T O R
772 -3 47 6
IT 'S  WENDY 
W OOD!!
TH E  BIRTHDAY GIRL!
Did you know Second Edition 
Binds, Faxes, and Color Copies?
Second Edition
O w ned and O perated by ASI
S T R E S S E D  O U T  A B O U T  S E N IO R  
PR O JEC T? LE T  C O M M U N IT Y  
C O N N E C T IO N  H ELP. IT S  FREE!
IT ’S  Q U IC K ! IT ’S  EASY!
C O M E  V IS IT  U S  A T U U  2 17  D O R  
CALL X 5834. O U R  D A TA B ASE IS 
H U G E  & PA C K E D  W IT H  IN T E R E S T IN G  
S E N IO R  P R O JE C TS .
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 Pts 
GRE214Pts 
LSAT 7.5 Pts
Princeton Review (805 ) 995 -0 17 6
Opportunities
!!!CAUTION!!t
M ake No Investments O r Provide 
Banking or Credit Information 
Without Investigating Advertisements 
In The Opportunities Section
$35,000/YR INCOME potential.
Reading books. Toll free 1(800) 
8 98 -9 77 8 . Ext R -2386  for details
Employment
N E E D  B A B Y S ITTE R  FO R  2 & 4 YR OLD  
M O N D A Y  T O  W E D . (P /F  T IM E ) 
CALL K AR EN  AT 541 -1184
Employment
G R A D IN G  PAPERS, P /T, M & W , 3-5:30pm  
Need strong english skills $6/hr.
N ear Poly. Call 4 66 -5350
A C TIV IS TS  EARN $ R E G IS T E R  V O T E R S  
Part-time or weekends  
Call Joel @ 782 -4 01 0
For Sale
FUTON
Brand Spanking New (Almost) 
Double Size
$150 w / frame, great condition 
Call Matt 546-9672
-I
HAPPY 22ND FROM 
THE MUSTANG DAILY CREW
$90 HOUR
E X O T IC  D A N C E R S  
N O  E X P E R IE N C E  
N E E D E D . 783 -1500
GREAT JOB
O N  C A M P U S  TE L E M A R K E T IN G  
C ALLIN G  A L U M N I/P A R E N T S , EVES. 
$5.10/HR -t-B O N USES, A V G =$6 .50 /H R  
CALL C R A IG  7 56 -6448
Roommates
1 room for rent in 3bd house on 
Foothill $300/m o call 783-2814
Homes for Saie
FR E E  L IST  O F ALL H O U S E S  & C O N D O S  
FO R SALE IN SLO. Farrell 
Smyth R /E Steve Nelson 
■■•543-8370” *
Advertise in Mustang Daily
MISTER BOFFO by Joe Martin IN THE BLEACHERS By Steve Moore
l^ S r^ iU t«  me Oni Uwvmj*Fm»Sv«<Kj!*
T fr . EU IO T
l i
THE FUSCO BROTHERS by J.C. Duffy
Do V 0Ü BELIEVE IN  
J>IE HEREAFTER 
5 0 L I E ?
N
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im if e
‘M ark! Q u ick , look! T h ere  it is a g a in !” .
CITIZEN DOG BY M AR K O’HARE
1 
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J
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by Dan Piraro
I----------------------------------------------------- 7 --------------------------------------------------------- 1
I W h a t y o u  see is w h a t y o u  g e t... ~ I
I Calvin & Hobbes is no longer a syndicated cartoon strip. Please cast your vote for its replace- I 
I ment by Friday, January 12, and drop it off at the Mustang Daily classified box at the U.U. I 
I Information desk or send it to our classified dept. (26-226). |
I
I □  Mr. Boffo
The Fusco Brothers
□  Citizen Dog 
G  In The Bleachers
G  Bizarro |
G My own (attached) I
_1___________________ I
CoULP You IT, ’'TOKüSÍY''  ^
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SPORTS
b I a I r
A T A V E R N  O F  S P O R T S  N E W S
SCHEDULE
T Q D A Y ’S G A M E S
•  Women's basketball vs. University of 
San Diego (ri USD, 7 p.m.
•Swimming & Diving; IrvineSprintTour- 
nament & Irvine, 9 a m.
I Q M O R R O W ’S G A M E S
•  Men’s basketball vs.University of Idaho 
@ Mott Gym, 1 p.m.
•  Wrestling vs. Oklahoma State Univer­
sity @ Tulsa, OK, 7:30 p.m.
•  Swimming & Diving: IrvineSprintTour- 
nament @ Irvine, 9 a.m.
S U N D A Y ’ S G A M E S
•  Women’s basketball vs. San Diego 
State @ San Diego, 4 p.m.
•  Swimming & Diving: Irvine Relay @ 
Irvine, 9 a.m.
POLYBRIEFS
Cotright named AWC Men’s 
Basketball Player of the Week
The American West Conference named 
Cal Poly men’s basketball player Shanta 
Cotright its Player of the Week.
Cotright led the 
Mustangs in last 
week’s wins over 
Harvard and Norlh- 
ern Arizona scor­
ing 33 points, 
jumping for 11 
r e b o u n d s , a n d  
shooting 12 of 21 
from the field.
Cotright, who was 
ineligible to play last season, is known 
for his driving ability on the court.
u
sh a n ta  C otrigh t
NATIONAL BRIEFS
UCLA still looking for a 
new football coach
Los Angeles (AP) -  Now that North­
western coach Gary Barnett has rejected 
an offer to become UCLA’s head coach, 
the school is expected to move quickly in 
hiring a successor to Terry Donahue.
Barnett, who guided the Wildcats from 
obscurity to the Big Ten championship, 
announced Thursday he would remain in 
the midwest.
A news conference is expected to be 
called Friday to introduce a new coach. 
Possible successors to Donahue include 
Denver Broncos defensive coordinator 
Greg Robinson, a former assistant at 
UCLA; Bruins offensive coordinator Bob 
Toledo and defensive coordinator Bob 
Field, and Chicago Bears offensive coor­
dinator Ron Turner.
Whoever gets the job won’t be UCLA’s 
first choice. Shortly after Donahue an­
nounced he was retiring on Dec. 11, 
former UCLA quarterback and assistant 
coach Rick Neuheisel, nowthe head coach 
at Colorado, said he wouldn’t leave his 
current job.
Among others mentioned as possible 
candidates were Kansas coach Glen 
Mason and Kansas State coach Bill 
Snyder.
Donahue retired after 20 years as 
UCLA’s head coach to become a football 
analyst for CBS-TV, and has already 
started his new job, working the Sun 
Bowl on Dec. 29 and the Fiesta Bowl on 
Tuesday night.
QUOTE OF THE DAY
‘‘W e can only get better. W e ’ve 
hit bottom , and we can only get bet­
te r.”
Kellie Hoffman
Cal Poly women’s basketball player 
about the team’s 1-12 record
C A L  P O L Y  
S P O R T S  H O T L I N E
(8 0 5 ) 756- SCOR
SPORTS MUSTANG DAILY
- -
:
C a l Poly' s w om en's basketball team  ( 1 - 1 2 )  heads into a  th ree -g am e ro ad  trip  starting w ith a  
g a m e  tonight against the University o f San D iego  Toreros /  D a ily  me photo
Cal Poly looks 
for clean slate 
with new start
By Toreso Galiardi
Doily S taff W riter
Starting over is the new theme for women’s bas­
ketball. However, this can’t erase the past.
Beginning the new year with a 1-12 record. Cal 
Poly is looking forward to a clean slate and new 
challenges.
“As far as we’re concerned, our record started 
when we played Northern Arizona and so we’re 
1-2,” said Head Coach Karen Booker.
The Mustangs can contribute their losses to 
many turnovers, poor shooting averages and lack of 
communication on the court, Booker said.
Turnovers have been a prevalent downfall most 
of the season. In the recent 89-69 loss to the North­
ern Arizona Lumberjacks, on December 29, Cal 
Poly committed 28 turnovers. This sounds all too 
much like the December 9 Fresno State game 
where the Mustang’s gave up 24 turnovers, 14 in 
the first half.
“Part of (committing several turnovers) was our 
lack of having the best team work,” Booker said.
Shooting from the floor has been low and the 
Mustangs’ season high was reached during the 
Northern Arizona game with 49 percent.
Lack of communication may be the reason that 
these problems are occurring, Booker said. Over the 
holiday break the team has been polishing its skills 
in all departments, but teamwork especially.
“Communication on the court, that’s just a part 
of playing basketball,” Booker said. “With some 
teams you just have to learn to communicate.”
Against the Lumberjacks, senior Kellie Hoffman 
led the Mustang’s with 17 points and was closely 
followed by teammate Sherron Lee with 14.
In the second loss of the Mustang’s “new 
season,” Hoffman led the Mustang’s with 22 points 
against the Montana State Bobcats. In December, 
Hoffman became one of the Top-10 All-Time Career 
Scorer’s at Cal Poly.
The Mustangs were behind 11 points at the 
break, outscored in the second half 33-30, but lost 
to the Bobcats 70-57.
See BASKETBALL p a g e  6
Favre presents a mystery to San Francisco
By Dove Goldberg
Assodateci Press
Strange as it may seem, the 
San Francisco 49ers have never 
faced Brett Favre.
But they know all about 
Green Bay’s coaching staff. 
Several Packers coaches used to 
be with the 49ers.
And San Francisco knows 
that Favre, the NFL’s MVP, will 
be running a mirror of the 49ers’ 
offense in Saturday’s playoff 
game.
“I know their quarterback 
said something about we better 
not overlook them or take them 
lightly,” 49ers coach George 
Seifert said. “I promise we will 
not take them lightly. They have 
our attention. This is probably 
the toughest first-game playoff 
that our team has played since 
I’ve been here.”
CoachSpeak?
Not entirely.
The Niners (11-5) forfeited the 
home-field advantage throughout 
the playoffs when they lost to At­
lanta in their last game.
That also left them to face the 
Packers (12-5), who beat the Fal­
cons 37-20 at Lambeau Field last 
week. San Francisco’s loss also 
meant Green Bay avoided a trip 
to Dallas, which has won five 
straight at home against the 
Packers, including two playoff 
games.
Instead of the Packers, Dallas 
gets a rematch with Philadelphia 
on Sunday. In the AF'’C, Kansas 
City and Pittsburgh come off
first-round byes. The Steelers 
play host to Buffalo on Saturday, 
while the Chiefs are home Sun­
day against the Colts.
But the Green Bay-San Fran­
cisco game may be the highlight 
of the weekend. For three 
s tra ig h t years, the Cow- 
boys-49ers NFC Championship 
game has been the real Super 
Bowl, but the Packers have the 
best chance at derailing a fourth 
straight Dallas-San Francisco 
matchup.
Mike Holmgren, the former 
49ers offensive coordinator who 
coaches the Packers, actually 
was uncharacteristically optimis­
tic about the game after Sun­
day’s win over Atlanta.
“We can win it all,” he said.
Maybe tha t’s because of 
Favre, who’s 14-0 on frozen 
tundra and may actually like the 
quagmire by the Bay that is 
home to the 49ers.
Actually, he likes anything. In 
his last 28 regular-season games, 
he has 62 touchdown passes and 
only 20 interceptions. But he’s 
never played against the Niners; 
the last San Francisco-Green 
Bay meeting was in 1990, when 
Favre was still at Southern Mis­
sissippi.
That means he also hasn’t 
faced the San Francisco defense, 
the league’s best this season, and 
a secondary that contains three 
Pro Bowlers: cornerback Eric 
Davis and safeties Merton Hanks 
and Tim McDonald.
The Packers have seen the 
49ers’ offense a lot — in practice
— thanks to Holmgren, offensive 
coordinator Sherman Lewis and 
ninning backs coach Harry Syd­
ney — all former San Francis­
cans.
“Their philosophy is timing, to 
get rid of the ball quid^” D.avis 
said. ‘They have five receivers in 
the route and they try to get the 
ball out there. It’s a precise type 
of offense, like ours.”
Fritz Shurmur, Green Bay’s 
defensive coordinator, coached 
against the 49ers for a decade as 
defensive coordinator of the 
Rams.
So this can be fun.
Can Favre win it by himself?
“They a re ,” said 49ers 
quarterback Steve Young, the 
left-handed version of Favre, “a 
tough team to beat in our first 
game.”
Buffalo at Pittsburgh
In the other intriguing 
matchup of the weekend, the 
playoff-hardened Bills play a Ffit- 
tsburgh team that feels it blew 
an easy shot at the Super Bowl 
last year.
Despite all those old offensive 
Bills, led by Jim Kelly, this game 
is liable to be won on defense, 
uncharacteristic for Buffalo, 
whose offense got it to four 
straight Super Bowls.
The Bills led the NF'L with 49 
sacks and Bryce Paup had a 
league-loading 17h2, winning 
defensive player of the year 
honors. But it’s still Bruce
Smith, whose presence allow 
Paup the freedom to attack 
quarterbacks, who’s feared the 
most.
“I really don’t think they’ve 
felt a pass rush like we have,” 
said 34-year-old Jim Jeffcoat, a 
sacker in the Dallas Super Bowl 
defense and now a pusher in the 
middle for the Bills. “Nobody has 
seen a rush like ours in years. 
We come at people from all 
angles.”
But Buffalo hasn’t seen the 
likes of the new Pittsburgh of­
fense, with Kordell Stewart com­
ing at people from many angles. 
And how mobile will Kelly be 
under the pressure Pittsburgh 
exerts?
A fun game.
Philadelphia at Dallas
For a few weeks, it looked as 
if Barry Switzer’s fourth-and-1 
try that cost the Cowboys their 
game in Philadelphia might also 
cost them the home field. But 
despite all the “Bozo the Coach” 
headlines and hand wringing in 
Dallas, the Cowboys are right 
where they wanted to be — with 
home field in the NFC. .
This probably won’t be as easy 
as the first game, when Dallas 
ran over the Eagles 34-12 at 
Texas Stadium. But despite the 
Eagles’ brilliant seven-turnover 
performance in the 58-37 rout of 
Detroit, there’s no real excuse for 
Dallas losing this one.
See NFL p ag e  6
